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Introduction: 

Insights to build your contingent workforce strategy

The contingent workforce, sometimes referred to as the alternate or extended workforce,

is increasing globally and at a rapid pace.

 

As the world of work evolves and workforce agility comes to the fore (flexing both up and

down) more organisations are offering contract opportunities in preference to

permanent roles. 

 

The current global pandemic is accelerating this trend. Organisations are currently

reducing headcount to conserve cash and placing freezes on hiring during an

economically unstable time. For many, hiring on a short term, contract basis is the only

viable option. As these organisations prepare to rebuild they will need to add capability

to their workforce quickly and with people who can hit the ground running.

 

The key to managing and optimising the growing contingent workforce is to understand

their unique set of needs and motivations. 

 

To assist you in implementing a strategy to manage contractors, we are sharing insights

gained from a recent survey of 400 contractors; so you can successfully attract and

retain professional contractors as part of your total workforce.



What will you learn from this report?

The benefits of hiring contractors in times of economic downturn

and why this matters to your business stakeholders

Insights to build your contingent workforce strategy so you can

successfully attract and retain professional contractors as part of

your total workforce

 

 

 

 

 

*
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The way we work during this

pandemic and after it will

continue to change. 

 

It is vital that we understand

how to take care of our

workforce and optimise our

processes during what is

perhaps the most significant

global health and financial

crisis we have faced.

A changing
workforce



Control project costs
and risks

Engaging contractors means you can

have more control of your short and long

term costs. As you experience financial

pressures, you need assurance that you

can manage the length of a contract

and not expose your business to

employment risks. Contractors can also

be included in project budgets rather

than in operational head-count. They

can also be flexible in their

arrangements including part-time, short

or long-term, or retainer to suit your

budgets.
Build an agile and
sustainable workforce

Contractors can serve as an extension of

your workforce. They provide skills and

resources to satisfy demand, which suits

the peaks and troughs every company

goes through. 

 

This also allows any regular permanent

staff to focus on their normal workflow.

Having a healthy total workforce is more

effective in the long term.

Benefits of hiring
contractors during a
downturn

Continuation of vital
projects

In uncertain times, many corporations

may refrain from hiring new staff however,

this shouldn't stop the progress of vital

projects the company is undertaking.

Hiring contractors, specialised in

producing outcomes means your projects 

 can stay on course. New projects borne

from this pandemic, like digital

transformations, are best suited to a

highly skilled project based workforce

when 'time to market' is cruicial.
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As hiring freezes are in place amid

economic instability, many organisations

look to short term contract engagements

for the following reasons.

Top talent is available
now

The global pandemic has created an

open market for talent sourcing and the

talent that is now available as a result of

business closures and layoffs is of a

uniquely high standard. Many

candidates with sought after skills and

experiences are now available, with

demand for roles outstripping supply. 



Who are career contractors?

The term 'contingent workforce' often refers to a range of workers covering professional

contractors through to freelancers, gig workers, temps and casuals. This is a large cohort

of workers with very different characteristics. It is anticipated that the global shift to

contracting will see many more workers take up short term roles.

 

Defining and understanding the career contractor

 

In this report, we highlight the needs and motivations of career contractors. In our survey,

this group has indicated that contract engagements are their preferred way of working.

Therefore, in order to build out a contingent workforce strategy, it is valuable to provide

insights on this group as they choose to contract as a way of life.

 

 

We filtered the data and found that career contractors were mostly tertiary educated

with a bachelors degree or above (72%). They were mostly Gen X (58%) and Millennial

(29%) workers, predominately male at 75% and were married/partnered with kids (47%).

 

They mostly identify with terms like independent contractor and consultant over gig

workers or temps, as their type of work revolves around contract terms and outcomes

agreed directly with their end client. They are 'knowledge workers' found in a range of

industries from IT to Banking, Government and Professional Services to name a few.

 

Who are career contractors?
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Baby Boomer
(15% of
Contractors)

30 year old
Millennial 
Data Scientist

Married, Gen X  

2 children,
SAP Consultant

40 year old
Gen X Female
Business Analyst



In a follow up survey, we asked

contractors what were the most

important attributes of a contract

role today (in a post-COVID19

world) and the top two attributes

were pay-rate (66% rated very

important) and company culture

and values (60% rated very

important). This was followed by

contract length (42%) and

flexibility in that role (38%). 

 

Understanding these motivations,

you can carefully develop your

Employer Value Proposition to

attract contractors by highlighting

aspects of your company and roles

that speak to these points. 
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1

2

3

4

To have greater 

flexibility and 

work/life balance

Opportunity

 to advance 

my career

To be my own 

boss and work

 for myself

Higher earning

potential as a

contractor

Variety of work, 

new challenges 

and projects

It was the only

option for work 

at the time

Q. What are your top reasons for contracting?

The majority of our respondents are experienced workers who have made a conscious

decision to join the contingent workforce. As such, these are highly skilled professionals

attracted to the ability to earn higher rates of pay as their main motivator, and they cite

greater flexibility and increased work/life balance as a close second. 

 

A significant motivator for career and lifestyle contractors is also the "variety of work"

they enjoy through exposure to a range of projects and industries.



Developing an Employer Value Proposition (EVP)

80% of all our respondents highlighted that company culture is important when it comes to

attracting and retaining their services. As such, articulating “What’s in it for me?” is just as

relevant to contractors as it is to permanent employees. 

 

Countless research indicates that employee engagement equates to higher productivity

and increased discretionary effort. It is no different to those within your contracted

workforce. Put simply, the more engaged workers are with company culture the better their

performance. 

 

Flexible hiring models

Among contractors, there is potential to rehire if there is a strong cultural fit. Contractors

are also available for short term, long term, or retainer models as well as part time. Being

flexible with this can be helpful for the worker and for the business.

 

It is, therefore, crucial for organisations to understand the motivations of their contracted

workforce both as a segmented group of your total workforce, but also on an individual

basis. This way, you can also provide tailored contract terms and management styles. 

 

COVID-19 is fueling the biggest uptake in remote and

flexible working than we have ever seen before. 

 

Before stage 3 restrictions around the world forced millions

to work from home, just 7% of contractors in our survey

actually worked remotely on a regular basis. 

 

65% say they would prefer to continue with a mixture of

remote and office/site work after COVID19 and 20% wish

to WFH full time. Offering remote work opportunities

wherever possible will be important to your entire

workforce, including contractors.

Just 7% of respondents
regularly worked from home
before COVID-19
 

7%
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Spotlight on flexibility 

85% want a level of remote
work flexibility, whether full
time or part-time.

85%



Attraction tactics: promoting available roles

An important part of attracting talent is understanding how they typically search for roles.

We know that most contractors start looking for new roles, around 6 weeks from their

contract-end date.

 

Our survey respondents indicate that traditional methods of job search continue to apply.  

Online job boards are still the most popular method, as is utilizing LinkedIn and their own

contacts and networks. Those who have been contracting longer, have established a solid

network of contacts within their industry and often rely on this for their next role.
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Online job boards

Recruitment websites

Linkedin

Network/Contact 

Apps

Other

Contact recruiter

Q. Where do you go to search for contract roles?



Attraction tactics: Recruitment partnerships

49% said they also reach out to their recruitment contact directly when searching for a new

role. Agency recruiters who have strong relationships with their candidate pool and are

specialised in their industry can be worth their weight in gold at this time. 

 

It is suggested that these partnerships can be leveraged, especially when roles need to be

filled quickly and with the best available talent. 

 

In a follow up survey we asked our contractors, what they valued most from recruiters. The

response show that contractors want recruiters to provide as much guidance and expertise

as they can, in addition to finding them relevant roles. They are open to constructive

feedback and they value recruiters who know and understand their industry. 
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Q. How important are the following attributes of a recruiter?

0 25 50 75 100

Helping prepare for an interview 

Helping me negotiate contract terms/rates 

Finding job opportunities that fit me 

Knowledge and expertise in my industry 

Giving me honest and constructive feedback 

Community and connection 

Access to benefits I may not get from my client 

Not important Somewhat important Very important



Attraction tactics: Engagement and community

 

Community and brand awareness are also crucial to ongoing success with recruitment

marketing and employer branding. The key is to be present and involved on platforms where

your candidates are most active.

 

For our contractors, the two most popular platforms were Facebook and LinkedIn. 

35% also said they conducted online (Google) searches first if they were looking for general

information or had any work related query, with 26% going directly to their peers and

colleagues. A strong digital presence is therefore key, as are referral tactics, as peer advice is

valued highly among this group over other information sources.
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Recruitment websites

Facebook

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Linkedin

Twitter

Pinterest

Forums

TikTok

Snapchat

Instagram

Facebook

Q. Which social media platforms are you most active on?



Preferred communication methods

In respect to communicating with contractors, our survey found they prefer to be contacted

over email (77.1%) ahead of phone calls (15.3%). 
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Q. How do you prefer

to communicate?

Provide tailored communications

The opportunity here is to tailor your EVP to this talent segment; share

appropriate content on their preferred platforms; 

Use targeted communications, such as LinkedIn Inmails, to reach out to new

prospects; and to encourage employee referrals, to get in front of top

contractor talent.  

 

Email
77.1%

Phone
15.3%

Instant chat
4.6%

SMS
3.1%



Onboarding and managing contractor

challenges

Adopting fit for purpose onboarding processes will assist with mitigating common

challenges  faced by professional contractors. For example, our respondents cited

negotiating contract length and rates as a top challenge. By ensuring you are clear about

the scope of work, the capability required, and the likely duration - and then offering a

commensurate rate in line with market conditions - will help with this. 

 

It is also critical to ensure a smooth process for onboarding that includes an introduction to

the team so that collaboration between contract staff and permanent staff is optimised

from day one. 

 

Balancing family or personal needs is cited as also a significant challenge. Try to utilise

technology and systems that provide a positive user experience for your contractors. 

For example, use timesheeting and contract administration services that have a high

satisfaction rating from contractors, as this reflects on your EVP too. Being mindful of these

challenges will help you provide a better experience for contractors overall.
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1

2

3

4

Securing

 continual 

contract work 

Balancing family

 or personal

 needs

Compliance 

and regulations

Issues 

collaborating

with internal staff

 

Negotiating 

contract length

and rates

Timesheet 

reporting and

getting paid

Q. What are

the biggest

challenges to

contracting?

 
42% of respondents rated

hassle-free customer service
as the most important factor
for managing their contract
through an external provider

such as Oncore.



0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Diversity and inclusion 

Management Style 

Ethical behaviour and corporate social responsibility 

Workplace flexibility (hours/location) 

Open communication and collaboration 

Culture scores high for contract workers

When asked in the survey how important a company's culture is to attracting and retaining

a contractor, the average score given was 7.6/10. 

 

The most valued cultural attribute was identified as ‘open and honest communication’

followed closely by ‘management style’. The majority of respondents reported to division

managers or directly to the C-suite. In order to ensure a successful engagement of a

contractor, it will be important that they are given open lines of communication within the

wider business and have access to experienced and capable leadership. It also means that

recruiters and hiring managers should be looking for candidates with soft skills, who are

able to clearly communicate and manage stakeholder relationships.

 

Other aspects of culture like overall "ethical behaviour and corporate social responsibility"

and "workplace flexibility" were considered very important by the majority of respondents.
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Not important Somewhat important Very important

Q. How do you rate the following aspects of culture?



0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Access to health and wellbeing programs 

Adoption of the latest technology and solutions 

Access to staff perks 

Access to learning and development opportunites 

Technology and L&D top workplace benefits

Contractors appear to accept that company benefits and perks may be limited for the ability to

earn higher rates and that learning and development opportunities may be self-driven.

Therefore, they place the highest importance on ‘adoption of latest technology and solutions’

followed by ‘access to learning and development opportunities’ as these are both a benefit and

an enabler to perform well in their roles. 

 

In summary, an opportunity to stand out as an employer of choice for this talent segment and

increase retention lies in investing in leadership capability; offering learning and development

opportunities, as appropriate; and ensuring work /life balance is respected (as this is a key

motivator for this population). Ultimately, a successful partnership is about recognising your

contractors’ human value as well as the competency and capability they bring to your

organisation.
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Not important Somewhat important Very important

Q. How do you rate the following workplace benefits?



Important points to consider: Up-skilling

Even though career contractors do not expect to receive training opportunities with their

clients, it is interesting to note that they themselves plan to up-skill or side-skill over the next

12 months (65%) and over a third of respondents viewed it as a 'very important' workplace

benefit. 

 

Given the current lock-down environment with COVID-19, the urge to add to their skill sets at

this time will be increased significantly. Providing training opportunities, either directly or

through industry suppliers, will have a positive impact on the company's EVP in the long term,

once COVID-19 is over.

 

This is also important for talent nurturing. While they may not be in an active role in your

company, this provides opportunities to continue the relationship with the contractor.
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0% 25% 50% 75%

Yes 

No 

Q. In the next 12 months, do you intend to up-skill or 

side-skill (this includes short term and online courses)?



Important points to consider: Mental health

The current pandemic is highlighting the ever present need to consider the mental health of

our workforce. It is a key component of employee benefit programs in many organisations,

however, contingent workers are often left out of these offerings. 

 

It is becoming clearer that in the changing environment of work, where millions are working

from home and managing self isolation restrictions that companies need to take proactive

action in helping to manage and assess mental health. 

 

In the short term, there are obvious challenges both permanent and contracted staff will be

facing. As workplaces slowly return to a new way of working, the organisations who develop

programs inclusive of their entire workforce and offer the same support will stand out as

employer's of choice. 

Provide EAP benefits and opportunities for group and individual
connection throughout this time, and carry these through to the future.
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Project governance and offboarding 

Lastly, it is important to ensure your organisations’ people processes cater to your

contingent workforce. Hiring professional contractors provides you with the ability to plug

capability gaps quickly, to accelerate project delivery and access to specialised and

experienced skills sets. 

 

It can also leave you open to some risk. For example, should your contingent workforce be

working on business critical processes and systems and then are no longer available -

what is the risk to your business? How do you manage the retention of intellectual property

(IP) within your business? By ensuring you have appropriate project governance and

offboarding processes in place, this can be avoided, ensuring operations continue

seamlessly as you scale up and down.

 

Project Governance 

Outline how contingent workers are integrated into the team. Decide who is responsible for

different stages of the worker's journey and how IP is stored and transferred. 

 

Process for Extensions

Often a contract will require extensions or changes. The process to enable these should be

as streamlined as possible and clearly communicated to all involved, including the

contractor and their manager to reduce risks and uncertainty.

 

Offboarding

With contingent workers, it is critical to continue a strong relationship after the contract

end date for the benefit of re-hire. To that end, it is recommended keeping a record of

availability for top talent (via talent pools, for example) so you can engage with them

quickly when there is a requirement.
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Plan your worker's

complete experience from
beginning to end to
optimise their entire

engagement. 



How can we help you?

Oncore was founded over 20 years ago, offering the market one of

the first cloud-based contractor payroll and management

platforms. 

 

Today, Oncore manages all aspects of contractor administration,

compliance and management. We provide out-sourced services

including back-office payroll management and in depth reporting

via our online client portals. We're dedicated to providing visibility

over your placements and costs, while ensuring contractors have a

seamless experience from start to end. 

We are also vendor neutral, allowing you to work with any

recruitment provider or platform while using our services. We also

provide recruiters with payroll, financing and insurances.

 

Please get in touch to find out how we can 

help you.

Every tool you need
to effectively manage

and optimize your
workforce in one simple

place

Onboard ing Induct ion Report ing Payro l l Expenses Offboard ing

Conclusion

Thank you for downloading Oncore's Contractor Insights Report.

 

We trust you enjoyed this resource and hope you have gained from it some practical

learnings that you can apply to your workplace. 

 

The contingent workforce is growing, and the uncertainty in our current climate is

escalating its progress. Technology and skill-sets required by companies today is readily

available through the specialised contracting workforce. Those who choose this way of

working are best placed to provide companies with the ability to scale up and down as

they need. 

 

With these insights, we hope you can develop a strategy that provides your company

with cost savings, process efficiencies and overall successful workforce experiences.
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Questions?
Comments? 
Get in touch.

www.oncoreservices.com/au

info@oncoreservices.com

1300 654 484

Start
your
journey
with us

Please feel free to share this report with anyone you think
will benefit from it. 

 
For more resources visit our website
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